
Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21702 

June 1, 1998 

Dear Harold: 

I got two letters from you today: 5/27/98 and 5/29/98. Thanks for the Wrone address. I 

enclose a letter that I wrote to Professor Wrone since I have last written to you. With the 

telephone number enclosed I will be able to communicate directly with him. I am glad to hear that 

you have finished your Posner/King book and look forward to reading it. You have peaked my 

interest with your cryptic remarks describing your final chapter. I think I like your title better than 

one that I was going to offer: Pimping Assassination Fiction: Martin Luther King, James Earl 

Ray, and Posner's "History." 

I have finally been able to communicate with Professor McKnight's wife over the Internet 

with a short message which was received and return replied. I believe that I was attempting to 

send to much in a single E-mail. I will be attempting to send individuals chapters or small groups 

of chapters and see if the chapters arrive. If they do I will be sending you your manuscript pages 

over the E-mail and have Professor McKnight print them out for you. This should speed up turn 

around times for you. 

I have been able to locate all but three references in your Hersh bibliography as of today. 

I expect the last will be found soon. I was able to access Lexis-Nexus to fill in a few blanks 

involving the Toronto Star and Newsday articles. I have an Internet inquiry to the Toronto public 

library (not its name) for the Toronto Globe and Mail page references which may be answered 

any day now. 

With regard to Twyman's book, I offered you an opportunity to take a poke at him via my 



access to the Internet. I did not mean to agitate you with that opportunity which it seems I have 

inadvertently. I apologize. For that matter, references to JFK/Lancer were another faux pas that 

I have come to learn are littered around you and in which I am incredibly capable of stepping.  

Please tell me more about the solicitation of others to write a paper that would allege you, of all 

people, were a government agent. It seems so preposterous, it also begs the question regarding 

their sanity! 

By now you have likely found additional diskettes in the last package that I sent some two 

weeks ago. I hope they are what you wanted. If I am not mistaken, I sent one diskette for the 

Hersh and Donahue/Menninger manuscripts. 

I still have not heard from Neichter in Kentucky. I wanted to enclose a copy of what I 

sent to him but I can not find it. It appears that I did not save it. 

Your 5/29/98 letter made reference to a lengthy Mailer Manuscript, Random House, the 

Newhouse operation. What was that all about? 

In one of your letters to me a little square of paper fell out. I am not sure which letter 

since I was quick to open both to read them in sequence. The handwritten text on the note said: 

"Clay overlooks [upward arrow] the pleasure attributable to bilking an old codger who is stupid 

enough  to trust them. (mid page)" I am at a loss to understand this passage and where it fits into 

your letter. Di you intend to put this in another letter that you were concurrently writing? 

I read the Anthony Lewis review of Killing The Dream. It sounds like Random House 

has another lap dog reviewer. If Posner is up to his same old tricks as in Case Closed his latest 

book will be another money loser attempting to Goebbel-ize history yet again. 

Bst 'sheso,  ' 

Cy 411 



P.S. 	A scan of the Fair Play (http://shell.rmi.net/Hkelin/fp.html)  Home Page offered an 

interesting article that old scam artist: Walt Brown. The article, enclosed, suggests that a 

fingerprint located on one of the cardboard boxes of the 6th  floor "snipers nest" had been 

identified. The fingerprint allegedly belongs to a Malcom E. "Mac" Wallace, an convicted 

killer with ties to L.B.J. via Billy Sol Estes. Get goes on to state that this "evidence" 

supports an eyewitness (Loy Factor?) report of the shooting. It sounds like more bull to 

avoid. Enjoy. 
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